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Three continents, 13 countries, 16 destinations, more 
than €36 million in prize money, two championship 
races, one awe-inspiring season. 

From the Middle East to the Americas and world-famous 
destinations in the heart of Europe, the 2023 Longines 
Global Champions Tour cements the circuit ’s powerful 
global footprint in some of the most spectacular venues 
around the world.

Once again visiting iconic capital cities, world-renowned 
destinations and breathtaking Riviera settings, the 2023 
Longines Global Champions Tour and GCL will bring a 
plethora of show jumping, hospitality and entertainment 
at the highest level to fans around the world. 

The 2023 season launched in Doha, the Qatari capital 
in the heart of the metropolitan Middle East, closely 
followed by the world-famous Miami Beach for leg two. 
Show jumping and sporting fans alike were then treated 
to a cultural smorgasbord in Mexico for the third leg.

Madrid kicked off the start of a ten-strong series of 
the Longines Global Champions Tour, acting as the 
perfect lead into the much anticipated Longines Global 
Champions Tour of Ramatuelle / St. Tropez. 

Cannes , Stockholm, Paris , Monaco, and two new 
additions for the 2023 Longines Global Champions Tour 
and GCL series, La Coruña and Riesenbeck. 

From there the iconic Royal Hospital Chelsea London 
plays host to the 11th leg of the 2023 season. The 
Championship race is then seen hitting a new gear at 
the home of show jumping in Valkenswaard, jetting off to 
Rome, Riyadh and the culmination of the year’s sporting 
action in the ultimate final showdown in Prague, Czech 
Republic.

Once again , precision, power and elegance are 
combined in two thrilling championship battles. LGCT 
and GCL winners , Olympic medall ists and World 
Champions all compete in the highest echelon of the 
sport with the ultimate aim of a coveted podium finish 
at each leg of the 16-event strong season. 

Embarking on the seventh year, the GCL sees 16 teams 
on the starting grid, with strategies and planning 
detailed to the finest precision, rivalry between teams 
is greater than ever, producing an electric atmosphere 
at events that truly has to be seen to be believed. 

For those that can’t join the tour, all the sporting drama 
will unfold live on GCTV which will continue to innovate 
with new technology taking fans backstage with the 
stars at the extraordinary events world-wide. 

The 2023
Season

WELCOME TO
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LONGINES DOLCEVITA × YVY

*L’élégance est une attitude

Elegance is an attitude*

Kate Winslet
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Xavier
MEET

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Equestrian Sports Enthusiasts, 

On behalf of the Longines management, I would like to 
extend to you a very warm welcome to the 5th leg of the 
2023 Longines Global Champions Tour in Ramatuelle / 
St-Tropez, France. We promise you many memorable 
sports moments with breathtaking performances to be 
delivered at this eagerly awaited event.

As the Title Partner, Official Timekeeper and Official 
Watch of this prestigious event, we will continue to be 
a dedicated supporter of showjumping and reinforce 
Longines’ longstanding ties with the equestrian world 
that date back to 1869. To further embrace the rich 
heritage of this revered discipline, we are pleased 
to cement the event ’s world-class status with our 
unwavering commitment to precision and excellence, 
the same values that have been shared by many 
leading athletes in equestrian sports. This year again, 
we look forward to supporting the foremost riders vying 
for success in the fifth stage of the Longines Global 
Champions Tour and attending three days of enthralling 
competitions, from 1st to 3rd June 2023 in the amazing 
place of Ramatuelle / St-Tropez. 

On this very special occasion, we would like to highlight 
the Official Watch of the event, an elegant timepiece of 
the new Longines DolceVita X YVY line. Swiss designer 
Yvonne Reichmuth has given the famously rectangular 
timepieces a new identity, with sophisticated leather 
straps. Referencing the equestrian world so dear 
to Longines, their design is evocative to bridles and 
harness.

I wish you a thrill ing weekend filled with wonderful 
sports emotions at the Longines Global Champions 
Tour of Ramatuelle / St-Tropez, where top-level show 
jumping meets the unique atmosphere of this place. I 
hope this event will leave you lasting memories.

Ligero

LONGINES
VICE PRESIDENT SALES

INTERNATIONAL
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Athina
MEET

It is my honour to welcome you back to the breathtaking 
shores of Pampelonne Beach in Ramatuelle, as we 
prepare to witness some of the most remarkable 
equestrian talents from around the world.

As we gather together for what is set to be an exhilarating 
display of top sport, we extend our sincere gratitude 
to our host city, enthusiastic spectators, amateur and 
professional athletes, and our long-standing partners, 
whose support has made LAOHS one of the most 
remarkable events on the show jumping calendar.

We are thrilled to be a part of the renowned Longines 
Global Champions Tour (LGCT) once again, as we 
proudly serve as the fifth stop of the 2023 season for 
both the ultimate individual championship in the LGCT, 
and the ultimate team challenge in the GCL. We would 
like to express our heartfelt appreciation to our long 
time Title Partner, Longines, as well as our dedicated 
partners who have helped to make the LAOHS a truly 
standout event.

We are incredibly grateful to Ramatuelle Mayor Roland 
Bruno, who has opened the doors of his beautiful and 
welcoming community to our event once again. It is this 
unique corner of the world that sets the stage for an 
unforgettable experience that combines the passion for 
equestrian sport and the natural beauty of the French 
Riviera.

Lastly, to the team who works tirelessly to make the 
Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show what it is today, 
both in the lead up, and throughout the event, thank you. 

To all of our participants, we wish you all the best of 
luck in the exciting days ahead, and we look forward to 
sharing this extraordinary event with you. 

Welcome to the 2023 Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show!

Onassis

PRESIDENT OF
LONGINES ATHINA ONASSIS 

HORSE SHOW
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Jan
MEET

I am delighted to extend a warm welcome to the 
eagerly-awaited fifth round of the 2023 season, taking 
place in the breathtaking and charming destination of 
Ramatuelle, Saint-Tropez.

The backdrop of crystal-clear turquoise waters and 
the French Riviera’s elegant charm are a highlight year 
after year. The arena is only a stone’s throw from the 
magnificent Pampelonne beach, adding an additional 
layer of glamour to the already exciting atmosphere.

The individual championship race in the Longines 
Global Champions Tour, plus the teams challenge in 
the GCL are truly heating up, and amongst all others, I 
look forward to a weekend of top sport and exceptional 
hospitality. 

I would like to express my gratitude to our Title Partner 
and Official Timekeeper, Longines, for their support 
over the years. I would also like to thank all of our 
partners, including those here in Ramatuelle, Saint-
Tropez, for their valuable contributions in making this 
event possible.

Finally, to our fans and viewers around the world, I 
extend my warmest thanks for your continued support, 
both in person and through GCTV live streaming, where 
our expert commentators will provide you with insightful 
analysis and entertainment.

I am thrilled to host you all in this exceptional location 
and wish you a truly magnificent and unforgettable 
event.

Tops

FOUNDER & PRESIDENT
LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS

TOUR AND GCL
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Roland
MEET

LONGINES ATHINA ONASSIS HORSE SHOW 2023

Ramatue l le encompasses the essence of the 
Mediterranean.

Its mythical Pampelonne beach attracts international 
tourism every season in search of this preserved 
wild nature and this art of living made up of culture, 
openness to the world and authenticity.

It is in this spirit that I am happy to welcome the stage 
of the prestigious Longines Global Champions Tour and 
the GCL, a competition of excellence which welcomes 
the stars of world horse riding.

Athina Onassis , president of this event, elegantly 
combines the spirit of sport and openness to a wide 
audience, keen to promote an exceptional territory.

For three days, amateurs and specialists enjoy moments 
of very high level sport and relaxation, in a setting that 
respects an emblematic site that we are glad to share.

Bruno

THE MAYOR
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Denis
MEET

As we prepare to kick off another exciting edition of 
this iconic event, we are thrilled to once again welcome 
you to the stunning shores of the French Riviera. Set 
against the picturesque backdrop of Ramatuelle, the 
Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show [LAOHS] has 
become a must-attend stop on the Longines Global 
Champions Tour, with three days of elite competition 
and unforgettable moments.

I am once again immensely grateful for the support of 
our Title Partner, Longines, as well as our many other 
sponsors, partners, and local supporters. Without their 
dedication and commitment, we could not have created 
such an extraordinary event that has become a highlight 
of the international showjumping calendar.

We must also acknowledge the hard work and 
dedication of our team, whose tireless efforts behind 
the scenes ensure that every aspect of this event runs 
smoothly.

After the challenges of the last few years, we are more 
grateful than ever to have the privilege of returning to 
the Ramatuelle peninsula to celebrate and enjoy the 
sport we love. We can’t wait to welcome back returning 
champions and discover new talent on the rise, all 
against the stunning backdrop of one of the world’s 
most iconic beach locales.

Finally, I would like to extend my gratitude to Athina 
Onassis, our patron and namesake, for her continued 
passion and enthusiasm, which not only guides our event 
but inspires the global equestrian community at large.

We look forward to welcoming back our returning 
champions and discovering new talent on the rise, we can’t 
wait to share this unforgettable experience with you all.

Monticolo

EVENT DIRECTOR
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Ramatuelle, 
land of cultures
For more than 50 years , the vil lage has seduced 
internationally renowned artists and creators every 
year; on its beaches in relaxation as on the stage of its 
outdoor theatre in performance before they fell in love 
with it and it became, for many, an essential and regular 
place to stay.

Initially, it was the white sand and turquoise waters of 
Pampelonne beach that impressed the film. A natural 
beauty so striking that it was chosen by film studios 
to feature Polynesia in Aloha, the song of the islands 
(1937), without having to cross the ocean. A relationship 
that can be read in the name of many establishments 
from Pago-Pago to Moorea, passing of course by Tahiti 
Plage.

Burning under the sun of Provence, the beauty of 
Pampelonne sublimates the filming of ‘And God Created 
Woman’ by brushing against the skin of a certain Brigitte 
Bardot. We are in 1955 and the film crew looking for 
a canteen, Club 55 was born, quite naturally, from an 
encounter between wild nature and culture taking up its 
summer quarters. A momentum that would soon make 
the neighbouring fishing village of Saint-Tropez world 
famous and attract generations of artists to Ramatuelle.

A theatre under 
the stars
Extending its green commune from the old village, 
perched on its hill , to the coast, from the fine sandy 
beaches to the chiselled coves, Ramatuelle, a rich terroir 
of viticulture, is resolutely open to culture. In 1985, in 
one month, an ancient open-air theatre came to curl up 
at the foot of the village, between the gardens and a 
thousand-year-old fig tree. 

At the initiative of Jacqueline Franjou and Jean-Pierre 
Brialy, a summer festival was born. 

He has since without fail invited the most illustrious 
representatives of the theatrical scene and iconic artists 
of French song to perform under the stars, in front of 
Ramatuelle’s public.

A year later, the swing factor Denis Antoine created a 
Jazz festival which has been vibrating the blue notes 
every summer in the nights of Ramatuelle. He too, soon, 
invites the older ones, who respond present.

And the tradition continues, throughout the year; the 
town comes alive with cultural events , exhibitions, 
concerts and shows. While the talent of the artists 
magnif ies the vi l lage, on the beach s ide, the 
establishments welcome the stars and aesthetes 
of today, a whole who’s who who comes to enjoy 
Ramatuelle in an idyllic setting, marvellously preserved.

A land of nature, which has become a land of cultures.

DISCOVER

Ramatuelle
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Saint -Tropez

www.villa-prestige-service.com

Sea Lovers, Green Lovers,
Experience our tailor-made sense of hospitality.
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As the 2023 season of the Longines Global Champions 
Tour gets underway,  the u l t imate ind iv idua l 
championship race heats up. With 16-stops on the 2023 
tour, horses and riders will be challenged by technical 
courses, new arenas, unique backdrops and fierce 
competition. 

Top talent, both equine and human, return to the Longines 
Global Champions Tour in 2023 in pursuit of individual 
glory. Opening in Doha, the tour spans the continents of 
Asia, Europe, The Americas and Middle East, delivering 
unbeatable venues for the best in show jumping. 

With Doha as the launch pad, the tour took to Miami 
Beach for the second leg. Swiftly followed by Mexico 
City, the tour was seen hitting a new gear heading 
into the heart of Europe to Madrid. Locations such 
as Monaco, Paris , Cannes , Stockholm, London , 
Risenbeck and the Longines Tops International Arena 
in Valkenswaard, are to follow for the exciting season 
ahead.

The undercurrent of all events is the race to the Final. 
Hosted in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia’s capital city, for the 
second year, points earned by riders on each stop 
on the tour contribute to the result of the overall 
championship finale. 

Explained
LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR 2023 

THE ULTIMATE INDIVIDUAL CHALLENGE

Won by Ben Maher in 2022, in what was labelled the 
Trifecta of Championships, Maher wrote himself into the 
history books by taking out his third Longines Global 
Champions Tour Champion of Champions title.

In a secondary race for glory, riders , owners and 
trainers alike will be looking to get their hands on a 
Golden Ticket, a qualification for the Longines Global 
Champions Tour Super Grand Prix at the GC Prague 
Playoffs in November. Only 15 tickets up for grabs in 
2023, with each winner earning one through a win in a 
Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix, if riders 
claim top podium position in more than one LGCT 
Grand Prix, the golden ticket is then handed down to 
the second placed rider. 

As one of the highlights of each event on the Longines 
Global Champions Tour, the LGCT Grand Prix attracts 
jumping’s top riders team up with their best horses 
for individual honours in a series of spectacular 
competitions on the tour.

All eyes are firmly focused on the 16-leg tour this year, 
with the question on everyone’s lips… who will reach pole 
position on the leaderboard and earn the coveted title 
of Champion of Champions in 2023?

LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR: 
6 QUICK FACTS

The height of Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix 
jumps will be set at 1.60m

Riders may choose to ride the horse of theirs best suited to 
the event, rather than having to stick to one mount throughout 
the year

40 horse and rider combinations will qualify for each LGCT 
Grand Prix by competing in the 5* classes preceding cham-
pionship day

Throughout the year, points are allocated to each of the 40 
riders according to their finishing place in each event’s LGCT 
Grand Prix over the season. Each rider’s top eight scores 
count towards the overall championship ranking and a share 
of the bonus prize money

Riders compete to win their share in over  €36 million over 
the course of the 2023 Longines Global Champions Tour

Each LGCT Grand Prix winner, or the next highest ranked 
athlete, secures a Golden Ticket and qualifies for the Super 
Grand Prix at the final showdown of the year, the GC Prague 
Playoffs.
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Our new ENVIROGREEN range is
engineered from recycled plastic 
yarn and natural Bamboo Charcoal textile.
We are committed to innovation
through green technology because
we care about the environment
and the world we live in.

     lamicell.com

The 
Future 
is Green.

Recycled yarn Isolates Heat & 
Regulates Temperature

Bamboo 
Charcoal Yarn
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Marlin Baryard-Johnsson

Ramatuelle /
St. Tropez

LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR 
GRAND PRIX

/// HALL OF FAME

2018 
Ben Maher & Winning Good

2019 
Jessica Springsteen & RMF Zecilie 

2021 
Peder Fredricson & Catch Me Not S

2022 
Malin Baryard-Johnsson & H&M Indiana

2023 
To Be Decided
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An exciting 2023 is underway, with GCL again welcoming 
16 teams to the 16-event series set to battle it down in 
the championship race.

In the months leading up to the kick off of the 2023 
season, strategy for success has been front of mind for 
Team Owners and Managers, who have been refining 
their approach  to kick off what is set to be a highly 
charged year ahead. 

This year sees a change in the GCL series with the 
introduction of a new weekend format, designed to 
benefit both horse, rider and team strategy. The biggest 
change will see Round 1 and Round 2 of the GCL team 
series now take place on the same day with again no 
drop score.

A BRIEF GUIDE TO GCL

Launched in 2016, the GCL brings together the world’s 
best horse and rider combinations from across the 
world from different nationalities riding on the same 
teams, rather than decided by country. Each team must 
feature an U25 rider, providing young talent of today, 
and future world champions of tomorrow, a launchpad 
of opportunity to ride, train and build camaraderie 
amongst their idols and the best in the business.

Each stop on the tour sees the teams compete in two 
rounds. In true championship style, the team’s combined 

Explained
GCL 2023 SHOW JUMPING’S

GREATEST TEAM CHALLENGE

scores from Round 1 are taken through into Round 2. 
The easy format of no drop score makes it simple for 
new audiences in each destination to follow the team 
competition.

Round 1 of the GCL will see riders faced with a CSI 5* 
1.55m class, with team managers strategizing for their 
best approach for a day of intense competition.

A short break between Round 1 and Round 2 could see 
strategic changes from Team Managers, who can swap 
in horses and/or riders between the back to back rounds, 
ultimately producing a highly competitive Round 2.

Round 2 of the GCL takes place straight after Round 
1, is a CSI 5* 1.60m class. In Round 2, teams will be 
represented by two riders from their team, with scores 
and points at the end of the competition ultimately going 
towards their overall team score, and series standing.

Throughout the year teams earn points to the overall 
total and series standings which comes to a head in the 
Final in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The teams placed in the 
top four after the Final will be granted a fast track place 
at the GC Prague Playoffs for the GCL Super Cup Semi 
Finals, the ultimate final show-down. 

GCL: 6 QUICK FACTS

The GCL competition is the ultimate teams challenge, 
where riders from across nations compete on the same 
teams in pursuit of glory 

Each team can be represented by three riders at every 
event with only two riders competing in each round

Teams are represented by two riders per round, with all 
scores counting to the final standings

Round 2 will see teams carry through their penalties 
from Round 1, ultimately deciding the starting order for 
Round 2

The overall winners of the GCL competition will be the 
team with the least combined penalties and the quickest 
time over Round 2

The series culminates in the GC Prague Playoffs where 
the teams ranked 5th and below will compete in the 
first day GCL Super Cup Quarter Final, with only eight 
teams carrying through to the next day’s competition - 
the Semi Final. They will be joined by the top four ranked 
teams in the overall season Championship, and battle 
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St. Tropez Pirates 

Get ready to cheer on the St Tropez Pirates in the exci-
ting GCL Ramatuelle/Saint Tropez, as they battle it out 
against the top riders from around the world on their 
home turf in 2023. Look out for the team’s signature blue 
and white colours as they showcase their star-studded 
lineup featuring some of the most leading names in 
show jumping.

The Pirates are poised for success with an impressive 
lineup forming the 2023 team, including husband and 
wife duo, Angelica Augustsson Zanotelli and Marlon 
Modolo Zanotelli, top Greek athlete Athina Onassis, and 
young Irish star, Michael Pender. Flying the St. Tropez 
Pirates flag also sees 2023 Longines Global Champions 
Tour Grand Prix winner Katrin Eckermann, and flying 
Frenchman, Simon Delestre, as the talented team set 
their sights on the 2023 GCL Championship title. 

MEET

A strong start to the season has commenced for the 
home team, as they head into the 2023 GCL eager to 
build on their tenth place position in the 2022 cham-
pionship. Can they make the move up the standings this 
year?

Follow the team on social media, and subscribe to 
GCTV to track their results over the 2023 season, to see 
if they can fast track their way into the GCL Super Cup 
Semi-Finals at the GC Prague Playoffs this November, 
where the ultimate showdown in show jumping reaches 
its pinnacle. Don’t miss the action!  
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Katrin Eckermann & Cala Mandia Marlon Modolo Zanotelli & Grand Slam 

Michael Pender & HHS Calais Simon Delestre & Amelusina 

ATHINA
ONASSIS

MICHAEL
PENDER

KATRIN 
ECKERMANN

ANGELICA
AUGUSTSSON

SIMON
DELESTRE

MARLON
ZANOTELLI
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GCL

/// HALL OF FAME

2018 
Shanghai Swans

2019 
Madrid In Motion

2021 
Valkenswaard United

2022
Prague Lions

2023
To Be Decided

Ramatuelle /
St. Tropez

Prague Lions, Stockholm Hearts, Shanghai Swans
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During the fifth leg of the 2023 Longines Global Champions 
Tour in Ramatuelle / St. Tropez, Longines is proud to introduce 
the new Longines DolceVita X YVY line. Swiss designer 
Yvonne Reichmuth has given the famously rectangular 
timepieces a new identity, with sophisticated leather straps. 
Referencing the equestrian world so dear to Longines, their 
design is evocative to bridles and harness.

As the summer invites watch-wearers to bare their forearms 
and reveal the timepieces adorning them, the winged hourglass 
brand is unveiling its new line of Longines DolceVita X YVY 
models. The Swiss watch brand has matched its watches here 
with subtle double straps in leather, in three shades: double 
beige leather, brown and with black with rivets. The design of 
these models was entrusted to the Zurich-based company YVY, 
creators of sophisticated glam-rock accessories popular with 
international stars and a clientele looking for exclusivity. 

The complementary worlds of Longines and YVY have come 
together in an almost instinctive collaboration. The straps of 
these Longines DolceVita X YVY models are made of Italian 
or Swiss leather. They are produced according to a traditional 
manufacturing method. Adorned and reinforced with metal 
details , their finishes are impeccable and feature striking 
references to the equestrian world beloved of the winged 
hourglass brand.

Longines 
DolceVita X YVY

THE OFFICIAL WATCH OF THE LONGINES 
GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR IN RAMATUELLE / ST. TROPEZ
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PREMIUMARES FOUNDER

Milena 
Pappas

PremiuMares Founder Milena Pappas on Evolving 
Bloodlines, the Shanghai Swans, and Her Favorite Part 
of Being a Breeder 

Nothing in life is ever static, and neither is the quest to 

breed the next future champion. In fact, that last bit is 

something that PremiuMares’ Founder Milena Pappas 

knows a thing or two about. 

With its focus on premium mare bloodlines and a dedi-

cation to respectful breeding and training practices, 

this boutique operation has seen plenty of change in 

its eight years. But evolution is the key to success for 

Milena, who says the ability to keep a pulse on the 

ever-shifting needs of the sport is what truly sets Pre-

miuMares apart. 

This spring, we caught up with Milena—a long-time 

sponsor of the Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show 

(LAOHS)—to learn more about her co-ownership of 

the GCL’s Shanghai Swans team, what she looks for in 

a broodmare, and why breeding the best is about so 

much more than a thorough knowledge of pedigrees.  

Q: This will be the second time the PremiuMares “Best 
Mare” Award is offered at LAOHS—H&M Indiana was 
the first winner in 2022. Why was she the right horse to 
take home this special, inaugural honor?

A: I was delighted last year when Indiana won as this 

mare is such a fighter, and truly deserved to be given 

that credit! She has been so consistent and such an 

asset to her rider, Malin Baryard-Johnsson, but also to 

all of us who watch and follow the sport.

Milena Pappas, Sara Tanganelli, Denis Monticolo, awarding Julien Epaillard, winner of Prix Premiumares

The important role the mare plays in any breeding pro-

gram is fast receiving the recognition it deserves. There 

are many competitions throughout the year where stal-

lions are showcased, promoted, and marketed, but few 

to none where mares are highlighted! This was a chance 

to put the sport’s Best Mares in the spotlight. 

Q: Speaking of mares, when it comes to breeding, what 
traits does PremiuMares most value in a broodmare?

A: I would say that we search for three things: health, 

resil ience, and pedigree. That means having good 

x-rays, good genetics, no health issues that can be 

passed on to their foals, and being ‘sturdy’ mares in 

their own right. For us, this is very important in order to 

breed healthy and sound foals that can have long-las-

ting careers in the sport.

Our mares also need to have a good track record in 

competition. This increases the chance of breeding 

competitive sport horses, by giving us a better idea of 

the future foal’s potential character. Knowing the mare’s 

attitude in the sport helps us choose a good sire for her 

foals. It also increases the interest of potential buyers in 

auctions, and this is also important.

Finally, we look for a good pedigree. Though most 

buyers expect that the chance of success of a foal from 

a proven dam/damline will be higher, not all ‘proven’ 

damlines are created equal. For us, it ’s important that 

we continue to follow the results and the evolution of 

both old and new bloodlines. 

Our company is based on passion for the sport and 

a passion for breeding winners at all levels of show 

jumping. I take immense interest in watching the young 

horses start to evolve and prove their strength. For me, 

older pedigrees are important, but so are newer ones, 

and you never know what you’re going to get. That’s the 

beauty of breeding in our sport—out of nowhere, you 

might suddenly breed a champion!

Q: Changing gears a bit, your GCL team, the Shanghai 
Swans, are known for their fierce team spirit. What role 
do you play as owners, and how do you try to foster 
that camaraderie? 

A: As owners and friends, the four of us—Julia Tops, 

Alexandra Thornton, Tess Carmichael and myself—do 

not interfere, as we respect our riders and trust them 

to make schedules that will yield the best results for all 

of us. But what is incredible and noble is how the riders 

always put the team first. 

For instance, in Prague, all three of our riders were qualified 

for the Super Grand Prix, and yet, all three decided, on their 

own, to save their best horses for the team. Now if that’s not 

team spirit, I don’t know what is! Additionally, in Monaco, 

where we didn’t have enough riders for the team, Max Kühner 

and Jeanne Sadran agreed to fly in and out while competing 

at other venues with different horses at the same time. While, 

in Ramatuelle/Saint Tropez last year, Christian Ahlmann for-

feit jumping the Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix 

in order to save his horse for the team. And these are just 

some examples of what we all do for each other!

I believe we all have so much solidarity and respect 

and appreciation for one another. We have the same 

goals and ambitions, and it’s so much fun rooting your 

riders and teammates on. We really enjoy our Team 

dinners and spending quality time at the VIPs, building 

our strong foundation. Being part of a team creates 

such intense emotions, but ultimately, it brings you even 

closer together. 

Q: How does being a part of the Shanghai Swans play a 
role in PremiuMares’ breeding and training operations?

A: Being part of the circuit and part of the Shanghai 

Swans has helped us meet riders of the highest caliber 

and, over time, to develop partnerships with them. This 

is something that we wish to enhance even more. Espe-

cially when it comes from horses of our own breeding, 

or mares that we have found when they were really 

young, seeing them come into themselves and go on 

to the highest level with our riders—it ’s all about that 

feeling!

For instance, we have two upcoming 9-year-olds, 

Toulanda degli Assi (Toulon x Nabab de Reve) under 

Max Kühner, and Jardessa (Berlin x Kashmir van Schut-

tershof) under Pius Schwizer, coming into their own and 

starting to make their mark at the grand-prix level. Our 

brilliant 8-year-old, Pocahontas 96 (Perigueux x Escudo 

I), under Christian Alhmann, continues to bring home 

her share of wins. The best part is that these are all 

Shanghai Swans riders!  
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Milena Pappas, Jeanne Sadran, Christian Ahlmann, Tess Carmichael, Julia Tops Peder Fredricson & H&M All In

Q: I know PremiuMares focuses on carefully pairing its 
horses with the right riders. In terms of the breaking 
process, why is this so important?

A: At PremiuMares, we strive for excellence and qua-

lity in all of our partnerships, from our clinics and 

associates, to our partners in competition, and spon-

sorships at events such as LOAHS. But when it comes to 

our young horses, choosing the right partnership with a 

rider is a very crucial step. 

Breaking a horse can give or take away that horse’s 

confidence; it helps shape their attitude inside and out-

side of the ring, from how they are able to be handled 

at home, to how they interact with grooms, farriers, vets, 

etc. The next step after breaking for the horses that we 

decide to keep a bit longer is to try to match them with 

the riders that would suit them. We recently expanded 

to a new location in Holland where we typically break 

our horses. It is centrally based in Europe, and makes it 

easier for potential customers and riders to come see 

our horses. 

Q: How does your young horses’ performance in the 
ring impact your breeding decisions?

A: We are always looking to evolve along with the sport 

and the needs of modern showjumping. Our ultimate 

goal is the breeding of young superstars at every level. 

That is, producing a modern horse that is fast, resilient, 

scopey, respectful, and adaptable. There are so many 

shows going on nowadays, and the venues change 

drastically from one week to the next. You can see it 

here on the LGCT circuit, where we’ll go from a huge 

grass arena in Madrid one week, to an impressive, 

smaller white arena by the beach in Saint Tropez. This 

demands horses that are focused, adaptable, and have 

the proper endurance.

To that end, there are two important things we do before 

and as the breeding season starts. We closely follow 

the results of the upcoming 5–7-year-old young horses 

and then determine both their breeding pedigrees and 

which sires appear more strongly and could potentially 

be interesting for our annual program. We typically 

match the proven, older sires with our younger, modern 

mares. For the younger, upcoming stallions, we take 

them into account for our proven broodmares. 

Q: What are your favorite parts about attending the 
Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show as a rider and 
owner?

A: LAOHS is more than a competition, it is an expe-

rience! First of all, it all started with Athina Onassis, who 

had the idea for this special leg, which then became 

part of the most prestigious circuit [LGCT] around. Then 

there are Showrunners Denis Monticolo and Sara Tan-

ganelli, who are not only incredible friends, but the best 

organizers one can have on their team.

At LAOHS, the top rider-horse combinations inspire and 

teach us, and the food and atmosphere in the VIP and 

all around the arena are unmatched. You can bring 

friends and family, who might not be as familiar with 

riding, and they will have the best time. Meanwhile, the 

proximity to Saint Tropez’s city center is ideal for shop-

ping or dining, and provides a truly holistic experience. 

There is something for everyone at LAOHS! 

Q: Can you give us a quick preview of some of the Pre-
miuMares foals you are most excited about in 2023?

A: This year, we are expecting some very interesting and 

special foals! First of all, two foals (by Chacco-Blue and 

Conthargos) from our five-star mare, About a Dream 

(Clinton x Indoctro), who won the award for best Swiss 

horse back in 2018 under Pius Schwizer. 

 

We’re expecting two foals (by Conthargos and Chac-

co-Blue) in July from Tampa Odeveld (Bamako de Muze 

x Querlybet Hero). She is the sister of Odense Odeveld, 

who competes at the 1.55m level at age nine, in the 

direct line of the famous Cordula de Laubry.

Then there is the full-sister of the famous Vannan (Dia-

mant de Semilly x Kannan), who has already produced 

an approved stallion by Cornet Obolensky and a ‘black 

type’ daughter. We have a beautiful filly by Eldorado 

from her, and are expecting a Cornet foal in June! 

 

We are especially excited about a filly born in April by 

Don’t Touch Tiji Hero and the famous Cleopatra de 

Laubry (Skippy II x Feo), who jumped at the 1.60m-level 

herself and is the maternal sister of RMF Echo.

Finally, we have two beautiful fillies coming by Emerald 

and Conthargos, from the maternal sister of Dieu Merci 

van T&L, as well as another Conthargos foal. 

 

We also have some young mares whose pedigrees are 

growing and who themselves have shown incredible 

potential in their free jumping, including Calise Talent 

Z (direct line of Glasgow—W Vh Merelsnest), Tesla Vh 

Dingenshof (sister of Torado Dingeshof Z), and many 

others!
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Toulanda Degli Assi
Age: 9
Breeding: Toulon x Nabab de Reve
Competing With: Max Kuhner
In Four Words: Very careful, brave and top fast and 
competitive - a true athlete with a top pedigree!

Jardessa 
Age: 9
Breeding:(Berlin x Kashmir van Schuttershof)
Competing With: Pius Schwizer
In Four Words: Very spectacular, huge stride and 
respectful. a winner with a top pedigree!

Pocahontas 96
Age: 8
Breeding: Perigueux x Escudo I
Competing With: Christian Ahlmann
In Four Words: Very careful, always looking for the 
next fence, very fast, a real winner!

Cherry Blossom PM
Age: 5
Breeding: Calvaro x Thunder vd Zuuthoeve
In Four Words: Very careful, incredibly scopey, 
brave and competitive! a horse for the future!

© Photoprod
Jardessa Cherry Blossom

Toulanda degli Assi Pocahontas 96

THESE PREMIUMARES AMBASSADORS ARE POISED 
TO MAKE THEIR MARK IN 2023:
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NEXT STOP

The French Riviera’s picturesque city of Cannes is getting ready 
to welcome the Longines Global Champions Tour. The world’s 
best show jumping horse and rider combinations will gather in 
this glamorous coastal city for an unforgettable sporting event.

The second sun-soaked Côte d’Azur location is synonymous 
with elegance and style and a vibrant social scene, will be 
a celebration of the 40th anniversary of the event, with 
an all-to-be-revealed 2* and 5* competition, social and 
entertainment schedule. The vibrant city offers visitors a blend 
of sophistication, glamour, and history. The city boasts an 
array of museums, art galleries, and stunning architecture.

From 8-10 June, the Longines Global Champions Tour of 
Cannes acts as the sixth stage of the 2023 calendar, and rubs 
shoulders with the likes of the Cannes Film Festival which is 
renowned for its lively Croisette, glamorous atmosphere and 
star-studded line-up, the LGCT - Jumping International de 
Cannes is no exception. 

Located just a stone’s throw from the Croisette, in the 
emblematic Hesperides Stadium, the Jumping International de 
Cannes is, like the film festival, part of the city’s history for 40 
years. 

In 2023, the Longines Global Champions Tour of Cannes will 
once again bring top sport to the city, where sporting and 
show jumping fans alike can enjoy a true showcase of skill 
and talent that blends perfectly with the city’s rich culture and 
charm. So mark your calendars and get ready to experience 
the best of sport, culture, and glamour in Cannes.

Cannes
Daniel Deusser & Bingo Ste Hermelle

Kathryn Fanshawe & Bow House Red Daniel Deusser, Ben Maher, Spencer Smith

Tess Carmichael & Berlin’s Kojak
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 Ramatuelle / 
St. Tropez 2022

IN PICTURES

LONGINES GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR 
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Giro de la Luna & Nielsen Anastasia

Kamal Abdullah Bahamdan & Jack van het DennehofDenis Monticolo, Ilona Shekatur, Filippo Gandolfi
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Scott Brash & Hello Mr President

Athina Onassis, Denis Monticolo, Cécile Paillard, Prix Dolce & Gabbana
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RAMATUELLE / ST. TROPEZ KUBE SAINT-TROPEZ,
AN EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY IN THE HEART OF LUSH VEGETATION

MOLOKO, THE RESTAURANT THAT WILL MAKE SAINT-TROPEZ VIBRATE 

Designed as a second home for its guests, the 
hotel has 70 rooms, suites and villas, which are 
designed in three atmospheres. In the Wood part, 
the design is warm and bright. The Ibiza part is 
inspired by the bohemian trend with natural 
weaves and cannages, light and printed woods. 
Finally, the White section ooers a world of 
immaculate white with garden or sea facing 
rooms to fully enjoy the bright southern light.

Both a friendly place to live and a haven of Both a friendly place to live and a haven of 
peace, the hotel ooers several activities to its 
guests, all conducive to relaxation and 
disconnection. It is equipped with 3 outdoor 
swimming pools, 2 of them being heated, a 
fitness center with Technogym equipment and a 
Thalgo and Ella Baché spa, designed as a 
sanctuary dedicated to welness.sanctuary dedicated to welness.

Moloko, which already has two establishments in Paris and Miami, nested on the terrace of the Kube Saint-Tropez,
facing the sea. On the menu, the chef has concocted a plethora of starters and dishes to share that combine a 
traditional and startling cuisine, prepared with high-quality products, deeply rooted in Asian cuisine: Moloko 
Sandos and chicken bao, great classics of Japanese cuisine, elaborated here with noble products for some like 
the Toro Sando.

Located on the shaded terrace or sunny rooftop of the Kube Saint-Tropez, Moloko also ooers a menu of signature 
elixirs and original creations reworked with a touch of Japanese influence.

The alliance of two beautiful addresses and the promise of exceptional moments to share...

319 Route Du Littoral
83580 Gassin

+33 4 94 97 20 00

kubehotel@machefert.com
www.kubehotel-saint-tropez.com
www.molokosainttropez.com

Malin Baryard-Johnsson_Harrie Smolders_Spencer Smith

Malin Baryard-Johnsson & H&M Indiana
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Longines Tops 
International 

Arena

The countdown is officially on to the start of the Longines 
Tops International Arena show jumping season!

With sport again returning to the home of show jumping, 
an impressive six-event line-up comes to the Longines 
Tops International Arena over the summer months, with 
the introduction of the three event Summer Festival. 
Spectators will be able to enjoy live music, a full enter-
tainment schedule on the Place du Concours, shopping 
and hospitality.

The 2023 Longines Tops International Arena Calendar 
sees a kick off on July 7th in Valkenswaard, Netherlands. 
With world-class facilities playing host to the best young 
riders, horses, 1*, 2* and 5*across the country and world, 
show jumping and sporting fans alike are set to be treated 
to thrilling sporting action and world-class hospitality. 

Preparations are in full swing with the opening leg of the 
LTIA Summer Festival 2023 taking place in just over one 
months time with tickets now on sale for all six events. 
The succession of events for 2023 culminates in one of 
the highlights of the Longines Tops International Arena 
season - the 12th leg of the Longines Global Champions 
Tour and GCL team series.

Returning to its spiritual home in Valkenswaard from 
18 - 20 August at a crucial stage in the championship 
race, the LGCT of Valkenswaard is set to again attract 
spectators and athletes from around the world for a 
full weekend of sporting action, entertainment, music, 
shopping, and wide range of food and drinks for all the 
family to enjoy. 

An opportunity awaits to compete at the home of show jumping 
Longines Tops International Arena. To explore 2* competition 
options for 2023’s Tops International Arena events  – enquire via  
Ellis@topsinternationalarena.com.

2023
S E A S O N  C A L E N D A R

Summer Festival 

7-8-9                                                 CSI4*+ CSI2*+ CSI1* + CSIYH1*

14-15-16                            

28-29-30                                           CSI4*+ CSI2*+ CSI1* + CSIYH1*

July

July

July

04-05-06 August

18-19-20 August CSI5* LGCT, CSI2*, CSI1* & CSIYH1*

28 29-30 September

1 October

CSIYH1* 5 years old; CSIYH1* 6 years old; 
CSIYH2* 7 years old; CSIYH2* 8 years old; 
CSI Sires (8 & 9 years old)

CSIU25-A + CSIY-A + CSIJ-A +
CSICh-A + CSIP + CSI2*

Longines Global Champions Tour

Longines Global Future Champions 

CSI2*+ CSI1* + CSIYH1*

WBFSH Studbooks Jumping Global Champions Trophy
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ANTONIO CARRARO SPA PRODUCES SPECIALIZED TRACTORS 
FOR PROFESSIONALS WISHING TO EXPERIENCE THE EMOTION OF OWNING SOMETHING UNIQUE  AND 

PRECIOUS THAT IS GUARANTEED BY A  ONEHUNDRED-YEAR-OLD BRAND AT THE CUTTING-EDGE 

OF “ITALIAN STYLE”.

Timetable
PROVISIONAL COMPETITION SCHEDULE*
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  /// DAY 1   THURSDAY 1st JUNE 2023

Time

09:00 |||

Category Event

Prix Ville de Ramatuelle

Height

1.15mCSI2*

11:00 ||| Prix Fiji Water 1.25mCSI2*

13:30 ||| Prix L’Opéra Saint-Tropez 1.40mCSI2*

  /// DAY 2   FRIDAY 2nd JUNE 2023

Time

08:00 ||

Category Height

1.30mCSI2*

10:30 || 1.15mCSI2*

12:15 || 1.40mCSI2*

14:15 || 1.55mCSI5*

  /// DAY 3   SATURDAY 3rd JUNE 2023

Time

08:30 |||

Category Format

Against the clock with Jump off

Height

1.15mCSI2*

11:00 ||| Against the clock NO Jump off 1.30mCSI2*

13:00 ||| 1.45mCSI2*

15:15 ||| 1.50mCSI5*

15:30 ||| Prix Lungoparma 1.45mCSI5*

18:15 ||| Prix Bentley 1.45mCSI5*

17:30 || 1.60mCSI5*

Against the clock with Jump off

Against the clock with Jump off

Against the clock NO Jump off

18:00 ||| 1.60mCSI5*

|

Format

2 Phases special

| 2 Phases special

| 2 Phases

| 2 Phases

| Against the clock NO Jump off

|

Format

Against the clock with Jump off

| Against the clock NO Jump off

| Against the clock NO Jump off

|

|

Against the clock NO Jump off

Against the clock NO Jump off

|

Event

| Prix Cavalleria Toscana

| Prix Dolce & Gabbana

| GCL competition 1st Round

| GCL competition 2nd Round

|

Event

| Prix Hôtel Byblos Saint-Tropez

| Lugano Diamonds Trophy

| Prix PremiuMares

| Longines Global Champions Tour
Grand Prix of Ramatuelle St.Tropez

Prix Nikki Beach

Prix Constance Hotels & Resorts
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AN ESCAPE FROM THE EVERYDAY

The Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show VIP lounge offers a 
wide range of all-inclusive, international dining options inspired 
by the freshest Mediterranean, French, and Italian cuisine. 

Overlooking LAOHS’s scenic main arena, the VIP offers 
unobstructed views and round-the-clock show jumping 
entertainment from the first class of the day to the last. 
Providing an authentic dining experience while utilizing the 
season’s best Mediterranean products and ingredients, the 
LAOHS Cooking Area—positioned at the adjoining corners of 
the VIP—offers a window in to the culinary world.

LAOHS VIP 
HOSPITALITY LOUNGE
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Corner 58 by Roberto Conti 
Viale Argonne 11
20133 Milano

IG @corner58_byrobertoconti 
www.corner58.it

Chef Roberto Conti, already Michelin star of the pres-
tigious ‘Trussardi alla Scala’ Restaurant in Milan, soon 
executive chef of the first world hotel in Milan designed 
by Philipp Plein, has always been a great enthusiast of 
leavened food. He has a passion that combines creati-
vity and innovation with a wise use of raw materials and 
cooking to enhance the flavor, with the aim to satisfy 
even the most demanding palates.

With this brand-new stage of Chef ’s Conti journey, 
Corner58 proposes a very light pizza, thanks to a dough 
that rises for at least 24 hours, very hydrated (70%) and 
digestible, to get the perfect, airy chewy texture inside 
as well as a crispy rim, an important plus that distingui-
shes pizza from Corner58.

Mentioned by the Michelin Guide, the international 
reference for fine dining, L’Ambasciata is a truly unique 
restaurant, with an unmistakable baroque atmosphere 
inspired by the Renaissance splendor, reborn in 2020 
in Quistello (Mantova), under the guide of Chef Matteo 
Ugolotti and his partner Paolo Guaragnella.

Having grown up in the Ambasciata kitchen, after 
several culinary experiences in Parma, Copenhagen 
and New York, as well as some international awards, in 
2019 chef Ugolotti and Mr Guaragnella decide to take 
over L’Ambasciata by recovering its original decor of a 
timeless place, combining personality with respect for 
the raw materials of Mantuan cuisine, an authentic local 
cuisine inspired by the scents of Po Valley.

“If you want to try the best Tortelli in the world, go to 
Matteo Ugolotti” once said René Redzepi, executive 
Chef of Noma Copenhagen. During the entire event 
Chef Ugulotti will delight guests with his most iconic dish: 
“Tortelli di zucca”, a handmade pumpkin-filled pasta 
typical of this northern province of Italy. 

L’Ambasciata Restaurant
Piazzetta Ambasciatori del Gusto 1
46026, Quistello, Mantova

IG @ristoranteambasciata
www.ristorantelambasciata.eu

THE GOURMET PIZZA
BY CHEF ROBERTO CONTI

BEST TORTELLI IN THE WORLD
BY CHEF MATTEO UGOLOTTI

Our VIP Chefs
MEET
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Elegance is an attitude*

Jane Richard

*L’élégance est une attitude LONGINES DOLCEVITA × YVY


